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with a cover featuring a face

with a tiger on the cover

with a number in the title

with a color in the title

with an animal in the title

BOOK SCAVENGER
Find a book...

with a bird on the cover

with a magical element

with a horse on the cover

with a dragon in the title

that has been made into a movie

that takes place in the jungle

that mentions a farm animal

that mentions a sea animal

with an award-winning author

with a five-word title
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I have a
hardcover and
beautiful
illustrations.

I hold stories
and adventures
within my
covers.

I am made of
paper and
display images
and text.

I help you find
books, but I'm
not a librarian.

I contain words
and definitions,
but I'm not a
book.

I have maps,
facts, and
figures.
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LIBRARY
R I D D L E S

Frankensteinsteins!

What do you call a monster
that loves books?

Because it had too many
problems!

Why was the math book
sad?

Let's cover some new
chapters together!

What did one library book
say to the other library
book?

HOP-ographies!

What kind of books do
rabbits like?

They prefer to stay on the
shelf and have a "stay-
cation"!

Why don't books go on
vacation?

Hide and read!

What's a book's favorite
game?
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Best-smellers!

What type of books do
skunks read?

A quiet read!

What do you call a book
with no words?

A closed book!

What do you call a book
that's shy?


